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ABSTRACT 
The genre of biosensing interactive art relies on the bodily 
responses of participants to complete the work. Exploring 
the experience of participants during such encounters is 
central to fully appreciating the work of art. Yet few artists 
and researchers working in this area are actively seeking to 
understand the experience of participants with these works. 
This research project has developed Inspiroscope, a 
biosensing, interactive artwork that evokes an awareness of 
embodiment by focusing perception towards the act of 
breathing. It pursues an understanding of the subjective 
bodily and aesthetic experiences of participants who 
encounter the work. This paper uses the prototype of 
Inspiroscope as the test bed to consider some of these 
experiences. The results acknowledge that an artwork can 
provide participants with a playful, self-reflexive, 
exploratory space, giving them with a deeper understanding 
of their bodies and an enhanced lived experience of being in 
the world.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Few artists or researchers have sought to understand the 
experience of participants in encountering biosensing 
interactive art. Where first-person accounts of participant 
experience have been captured they have not been 
rigorously interrogated or an embodied cognitive approach 
has been used which maintains the mind-body split. This 
doctoral investigation unfurls participant experiences, of the 
biosensing interactive artwork Inspiroscope. The paper 
begins with a brief outline of the theories that inform the 
research before introducing the artwork. It continues with 

reflections on the experiences of participants who 
encountered a prototype of the work and concludes with 
how these findings are informing my ongoing research. 

BACKGROUND 
Costello et al have identified that there “is very little 
empirical research on the audience experience of this 
[interactive] artform”. [1] This is despite pragmatist 
aesthetics theory highlighting the importance of 
understanding audience experience if an artwork is to be 
fully assessed. This philosophy contends that the work of 
art takes place within the entire process of art making, a 
process in which the audience takes a vital role. 
Somaesthetics develops this position by promoting 
techniques which improve the quality of attention to bodily 
experience as a way of enhancing participant aesthetic 
experience, something that Shusterman believes to be an 
ideal outcome in artworks. [4] This research takes up the 
challenge to understand participant experience by creating a 
self-reflexive space where heightened body awareness and 
quality of attention to bodily experience are stressed. 
Medical anthropologist Margot Lyon suggests that because 
the experience of embodiment is accentuated when we are 
emotionally present in the world, we can study embodiment 
by studying emotion or a bodily capacity linked to emotion, 
such as breath. [3] Inspiroscope uses respiratory function as 
the prism with which to unpack notions of embodiment. A 
phenomenological methodology was used in the process of 
gathering data and understanding participant experience.  

 
Fig 1. Inspiroscope prototype https://vimeo.com/52640914 

INSPIROSCOPE 
Inspiroscope consists of a wearable breath-responsive 
interface which evokes playful exploration of breathing 
behaviour. It responds to bodily movements caused by 
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breath and translates them into a spatially dynamic 
soundscape and fibreoptic lighting. The interface is 
embedded with resistance sensors which measure the 
breath-generated movement of the body. A lilypad 
protoboard, arduino Fio, and Xbee radio module, embedded 
in the belt, wirelessly transfer this biodata to MaxMSP 
software which measures changes in the respiratory 
movements of participants. Pattern recognition algorithms 
trigger the sounds and control lighting effects in the fibre-
optic fabric of the belt. The soundscape consists of a variety 
of visceral elements, representing bodily processes, such as 
heartbeat, breathing, synaptic charges and fluid secretions. 
This work underwent user testing at the Science Gallery, 
Dublin and the Brighton Corn Exchange. There were 
approximately forty participants in Dublin, including 
seventeen children, and thirty in Brighton, including eight 
children. Each participant was introduced to the work with 
a brief overview and asked to begin by closing their eyes to 
heighten their non-visual senses. Participants were allowed 
to direct the remainder of their encounter with Inspiroscope 
and they determined when their interaction finished.  

REFLECTIONS 
Unstructured interviews and open-ended questions were 
used to ask participants to recollect their thoughts, feelings, 
perceptions and sensory memories of the interaction. [5] 
More specific questions followed, focusing on observed 
body language, gesticulations and breathing quality, “to 
unfold meaning of people’s experience”. [2] Reflections on 
participant responses to encounters with the Inspiroscope 
prototype uncovered a number of themes..  

Play and Experimentation 
Most participants experimented with their breathing 
rhythms, the depth of their inhalations and exhalations and 
other body movement, such as expanding and contracting 
abdominal muscles. Children proved the most adventurous 
in initiating behaviour to elicit dramatic changes in their 
feedback. Such tactics included hyperventilating, breath 
holding, tickling the participant, and a range of extreme 
body movements some reminiscent of dancing.  

Breathing Literacy 
Approximately one sixth of participants admitted to not 
previously considering their breathing. The majority of 
them were particularly interested in how the soundscape 
related to changes within their bodies and attempted to map 
how sonic changes were influenced by their bodily 
movements. Half of this group talked of developing a new 
relationship with their breath and wanting to learn more. 

Perception and Bodily Sensibilities  
A quarter of participants confessed to being somewhat 
unnerved by having, as they described it, the workings of 
their body sonified. Half of participants reported becoming 
absorbed in what was happening beneath their skin. Some 
of these reported an improved spatial sense of breathing. 

Many participants confessed they lacked the ability to 
concentrate for an extended period of time on the subtleties 
of their physicality but were able to engage with their 
bodily sensations through the artwork.  

Participant Co-experience 
It became clear that participants were keen to interact with 
others in the space, from friends and family to passers-by 
and those who could be considered an audience. Much of 
these interactions involved using others as props to extend 
the range of the participant’s breathing, particularly when 
younger participants were wearing the belt or providing 
feedback to others wearing the interface. 

Meaning Making 
The vast majority of participants attributed meaning to 
elements of the soundscape. A number of participants, 
described their soundscape in terms unrelated to their body, 
such as “jungle drums”, “dance music” and “a herd of 
elephants”. One participant talked of feeling both more 
familiar and yet stranger within their body.  

CONCLUSION 
The majority of participants reported feeling comfortable in 
allowing the aesthetic experience and natural curiosity of 
their body to drive their interaction. The nature of the 
phenomenon of breathing, rarely a foregrounded 
experience, demands a combination of research methods in 
order to evaluate participant experience. Future iterations 
will cross-reference biometric data against the participant’s 
recollection of their encounter. Participants will be 
furthered supported in developing a narrative of experience 
to aid awareness of these new bodily experiences.  
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